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Abby W. Schachter, a Research Fellow in Carnegie Mellon University’s Institute for Politics and 
Strategy (IPS), sent five questions to two active duty military fellows in IPS in early in 2021. The 
questions are based on a study of the civil-military divide by Jim Mattis and Kori N. Schake entitled 
Warriors and Citizens: American Views of Our Military (Hoover Institution Press, 2016). John 
Chin, the journal’s managing editor, lightly edited the interview for concision and flow.
 Lt. Cmdr. Clinton Christofk, the 2020-21 Navy Federal Executive Fellow in IPS, is a career 
Submarine Officer in the United Navy. He earned a master’s degree in Defense and Strategic Studies 
from the United States Naval War College in 2017. 

Lt. Col. Michael Needham, the 2020-21 Army War College Fellow in IPS, is a career 
artillery officer and operations research systems analyst in the United States Army. He has a 
master’s degree in operations research from Kansas State University.

Schachter: In their book, Schake and Mattis express concern about a possible “gap” between the 
US military and the American public and the latter’s misunderstanding of the military, especially 
given less than half of one percent of Americans currently serve in the US military. Although the 
US military has been actively at war overseas since 9/11, a broad swathe of American society, 
they note, has been largely unaffected by America’s wars. Public respect for the US military may 
be widespread even while the public’s knowledge of the military is shallow. 

Schake and Mattis conclude that public ignorance about the military “contributes to 
strategic incoherence, encouraging politicians to consider their strategic choices hemmed in by 
public opposition and to shift responsibility for winning policy arguments onto the military; 
impedes sustained support for the war effort; permits the imposition of social policies that 
erode battlefield lethality; fosters a sense of victimization towards veterans that skews defense 
spending toward pay and benefits; and distances veterans from our broader community.”

Do you agree with this assessment of a pervasive illiteracy about the nature, values, and 
practicalities of warfare among the general population of Americans? Can you offer a personal 
example? Before you joined the military were you on the civilian side of this “gap”?

Christofk: I do agree with this assessment. We see this in the way that the public writ large 
is likely to weigh in on military deployments and interventions. Recently, the administration 
announced a significant troop reduction in the Horn of Africa. When I read this, I found myself 
specifically wondering how much of an impact this would have and on what portions of the 
United States. For example, who are these deployed personnel, and where are they deployed 
from? Where are the communities they are deployed from? And how has their deployment 
had an impact those specific communities? Perhaps, most importantly, how many Americans 
actually know that we have personnel deployed to the Horn of Africa? And do they care? 

The media will generally discuss the benefits or weaknesses of these types of deployments 
and drawdowns as relates to their impact on foreign relationships and US interests overseas, 
but seldom do we hear about the impact on the communities and families. This can then 
lead to disconnect between policy positions and those who bear the real, tangible emotional 
and personal cost of the policy. Being able to accomplish US objectives overseas with small 
footprints of personnel is probably a good thing. On the other hand, it can lower the threshold 
of intervention and extend the timelines when there is not a significant cost at home that is 
generating a political dialogue or demand signal to end some of these operations. 
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I am not convinced there is a good feedback mechanism given our current structures. 
Military deployments are certainly not the only area of policy where this disconnect exists. 

As to my own personal experience, prior to joining the military, I was certainly unaware 
of the costs of deployments. At the same time, somewhere around 80 percent of personnel 
serving in the US military come from military families, and I am no exception. My father was 
a Major in the US Marine Corps, my Grandfather a Lieutenant Colonel in the US Army, and 
my younger brother will be commissioned as an Ensign in the Navy in a few months. In many 
ways this aspect serves to exacerbate any gap that already exists and furthers the separate class 
of those who serve in our military. I do not believe the onus for correcting any existing civilian-
military gap is on the US public. Rather, policy makers and senior military leaders need to be 
aware of this and help inform the public.

Needham: The mission of the military is to win our nation’s wars.  In doing so, Congress 
provides oversight and relies on the best advice from military leaders in performing this role.  
Each member of Congress then weighs the input from the military leaders and constituent 
feedback.  After military leaders provide their best advice, they execute the decisions made by 
the Commander-in-Chief and Congress with available resources.  

The public’s understanding of the military is not different than that of other specialized 
professions with which they may have limited interactions. While most of the American public 
has not served in the military, their perceptions are shaped by the service of a son, daughter, 
friend, relative, or acquaintance, or through media and social media. Values like honor, 
courage, selfless service, integrity, and duty are the foundation of the military profession and are 
reinforced throughout an individual’s service.  

Prior to joining the military, my own understanding of the military was mostly 
through media. I initially enlisted in the National Guard, and not long after, received an ROTC 
scholarship.  While the outcome of an ROTC program is the commissioning of officers, it 
also affords the opportunity for cadets to introduce the military across campus and into the 
surrounding communities.  This experience allows them to begin to understand the civilian and 
military relationship.

Schachter: In their book, Mattis and Schake cite public opinion data indicating that the 
American public is somewhat concerned about the military becoming isolated from the rest of 
the citizenry, with 32 percent of respondents believing the military is isolated and 60 percent 
viewing military isolation as bad for the country. Could the military “come to consider itself a 
society apart, different from, and more virtuous than, the people they commit themselves to 
protecting, like praetorian guards at the bacchanalia”? Do you agree that this is a danger for the 
military? As a member of the armed forces, are you worried? Is there a culture gap in terms of 
values between military personnel and their families and the rest of the society at large?

Needham: Based on my own experience, I do not feel there is a potential danger of the military 
being isolated from society. Take the access gates at military installations in the early morning 
hours as service-members drive to their units to conduct physical training for a good example.  
The long lines, stacked with hundreds of cars, indicate the large number of service members 
who reside off the military installation in the local communities.

Service members and their support structure includes many non-military individuals, 
parents, friends, and neighbors. Many are engaged in the local community, schools, or churches. 
Their children attend public schools, play on a local sports team and with neighborhood friends, 
and attend birthday parties. Rather than being isolated, they are engaged with others in society.       
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Military installations may provide a perception of isolation from the larger civilian 
community, since they are self-sufficient communities that include housing, gas stations, retail 
stores, grocery stores, churches, and hospitals. To enter these installations, identification and car 
searches are often required. But not always. Upon my commission into the army, I recall driving 
onto Ft. Sill, Oklahoma and looking at the empty guard post building wondering what it was for.  
When I returned three years later, and after the events of September 11, 2001, guards occupied 
the buildings, checked identification, and searched vehicles.

Christofk: There is a risk of the US military becoming more and more isolated, and I do think 
this will exacerbate any gap that may already exist. 

Like the so-called echo chambers that we have seen increasingly polarize our society, a 
similar echo chamber could begin to exist in our professional all volunteer force. Our military 
personnel already have news media outlets and social media platforms that are specifically 
tailored to their interests and communities (Navy Times, Stars and Stripes, Together We Served, 
etc.). There is definitely potential for these entities to further isolate the military from society. 

On the other hand, it is possible that with information technology and social media 
becoming a bigger part of everyday life for all people – including those in the military – we 
might see less of a divide. Although I don’t know the specific 
figure, it is safe to assume that most sailors, airmen, soldiers, and 
marines across most ranks use the same social media platforms 
as civilians. What content they consume on these platforms and 
if it aids in creating echo chambers or not is likely difficult to 
assess. While I have not specifically observed these issues, I do 
think it is a good trend to be aware of and look out for. As to how 
to correct it if it were to develop, that would be a tough problem.

Schachter: In their book, Mattis and Schake express concern 
that, given societal pressure on politicians, “we could be moving toward a military that is more 
representative of the values of the 5 percent of very liberal Americans than those of the vast 
majority of our fellow citizens.” Since you both now find yourselves engaging with part of the 
elite community described here in the form of the academy, do you agree with this assessment? 

Christofk: This is an especially challenging issue for those of us serving on active duty. One of 
the reasons the US military enjoys such high levels of the public’s trust, and has for years, is that 
we have embedded in our culture and regulations to remain outside of partisan political debates. 
I am generally concerned about any positions that cast the US military as either conservative 
or liberal. To me, the institution exists to serve the people and the nation. The people and the 
nation get to drive policies via our democratically-elected officeholders across government. Our 
political system as a whole has many examples of where minority positions get a say in policy 
making or can at least hinder majority positions. This is a function unique to our system and 
was an intentional aspect of our founding. No doubt, having increased exposure to civilian 
academia during my time at Carnegie Mellon University has been beneficial to my development 
as a military leader. Specifically, I think that it will give me a broader perspective on some of the 
motivations behind policy decisions to which I may have had less exposure in my career so far. 

Needham: Values are the foundation of the military profession and are reinforced throughout 
an individual’s service. As each service member enters the military, they bring with them values 
from American society. These values, and military leaders’ reinforcement of the military’s values, 

“[A] similar echo 
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impacts the climate of units or organizations.  
Academia plays an important role in the political and public debate, allowing Congress 

another perspective to inform legislation. It is then incumbent upon Congress in their duty to 
represent the people of their state or district, to determine what is best for the military. Just as 
Congress engages academia, the military also engages to positively shape our military.

Schachter: In the Mattis and Schake book, one of the contributors, Rosa Brooks, “argues that 
the combination of ignorance about, and admiration for, our military inclines the public and the 
Congress toward funneling defense spending disproportionately toward pay and benefits rather 
than training or the development and purchase of equipment.” Does this imbalance between 
spending for pay and benefits vs. other spending manifest in your active duty lives?

Needham: It is more about balance than imbalance. Prior to my fellowship, I worked in the 
organization responsible for building the Army’s five-year budget plan. With our personal 
budget, we each manage tradeoffs balancing our needs versus our wants, as well as the realities of 
constrained resources.  For the Department of Defense, the National Defense Strategy guides the 
priorities and informs decision-makers as they identify risks and tradeoffs. Defense leadership 
determines the appropriate balance across all programs, including pay and allowances, training, 
and equipment modernization, and submits it all as part of the President’s budget to Congress.

Pay and benefits, training, and equipment modernization support each other.  If 
spending in any one area becomes out of balance, military readiness is impacted.  Some pay 
incentives are aimed at ensuring personnel readiness, that is, there is enough of a specific 
occupation to meet the needs.  Over the past several years, the military’s near-term focus was 
on increasing readiness across the force and investing in modernization through reforms, while 
supporting service members and their families.    

Schachter: Please describe your own sense of the gap between civilians and military personnel 
and their families. How significant is the gap for you? What about your family or children?

Christofk: I see some developments in this area that are cause for optimism, specifically from our 
community here at CMU. For example, we have several junior officers who recently graduated 
from the Naval Academy at IPS working towards master’s degrees, we have a small but growing 
cadre of Military Fellows at the Institute for Politics and Strategy (Army and Navy this year, 
Army, Navy, and Coast Guard next year), as well as the Reserve Officer Training Corps. These 
programs exist at our best universities across the country and can serve to breakdown gaps and 
barriers that may develop. Also just having this kind of dialogue helps.

Needham: I personally have not encountered significant issues when meeting new people.  
For those I have met that have had experiences with the military, there is a common point of 
departure. For those who have not, it is an opportunity listen to what they may think about 
the military and discuss my experiences with them.  My family has always resided within the 
local community, and our daily interactions have generally been away from the military. Our 
transition to the Pittsburgh-area for my fellowship was like our other moves. 

I have a sister and brother who also served in the military, as well as cousins and friends, 
so there is a level of understanding within my family.  While growing up, I recall the American 
Legion being involved in several events in communities throughout the year; specifically on 
Memorial Day and parades during the summer. As well, the National Guard and Reserves play 
an instrumental role in civil-military relations, always ready to serve when called.
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